Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is a common complex disease caused by a combination of genetic and environmental factors. There is strong evidence of genetic influence of OA that comes from many studies, including adoption studies, twin studies and Mendelian disorders studies related to OA. Estimated heritability of OAs is different between OA sites. The heritability of KOA, hip OA and lumber spine OA are 39%, 60% and 74%, respectively (1). Furthermore, both phenotypic and genetic correlations exist in OAs, and it is thought that there is a genetic background common to each OA to some extent. An association study has been used as method to prove the details of genetic factors, and a lot of OA susceptibility genes have been identified until now.

The association study is used to identify disease susceptibility genes of a lot of complex diseases. There are two methods of the association study. One is a candidate gene study that analyzes known genes as candidates. Another is a genome-wide association study (GWAS) that analyzes the whole genome using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The GWAS was performed for the first time in the world in 2002 in myocardial infarction (2). With respect to KOA, Nakajima et al. (3) firstly reported in 2010 and there have been a number of GWAS reports to date (Table 1) (5-9).

In this chapter, we review the current status and problems of genetic studies of KOA and present our approach for early KOA (eKOA) defined.

The current status and problems of genetic studies of KOA

Currently, genetic association studies have identified ~30
independent OA susceptibility loci (10,11). With the exception of GDF5, all loci are identified by GWASs; 10 of them were associated with KOA.

In 2010, Nakajima et al. firstly reported KOA GWAS, which include 899 cases and 3,396 population controls from a Japanese cohort (Table 2) (3). Their disease definition was based on the Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) grade for the knee radiograph [antero-posterior (A-P) view]. After performing replication using 980 cases and 1,418 controls, they identified two KOA susceptibility genes.

In 2012, a UK study named arcOGEN performed a GWAS that included 7,410 OA cases (4,144 KOA cases) and 11,099 population controls (8). After performing replication and meta-analysis in up to 14,883 cases and 53,947 controls, they identified eight OA susceptibility loci of genome-wide significance that included four loci of KOA. The characteristic of the UK study was that the definition of OA was different among sub-groups of the study and many of cases using in the discovery stage was the subjects who were regarded as having OA because they just underwent total joint replacement (TJR) surgery irrespective of radiographic data.

In 2017, Yau et al. performed GWAS of KOA in 3,898 cases and 3,168 controls from North American cohorts (12).
defining cases, there are much heterogeneity between studies. This heterogeneity of cases will reduce statistical power of the GWAS analysis.

A distinct phenotype improves the power of OA GWAS

The hip OA GWAS conducted by Castaño-Betancourt et al. (16) in 2016 is a good example to highlight the importance of the phenotype definition. They used a minimal joint space width (mJSW) based on the plain hip radiography (A-P view) as a proxy for cartilage thickness. Then, GWAS of mJSW was performed in a discovery set that included a modest sample size (13,013 individuals). In this discovery stage, four genetic loci met the genome-wide significance threshold. By contrast, in UK Biobank OA GWAS (11) using HES data, no locus met the genome-wide significance threshold in the discovery stage although its effective sample size (n=32,280) was quite large. HES is a database containing details of all admissions and outpatient appointments at National Health Service hospitals in England. Thus, the data of HES are a collection of disease names diagnosed by many doctors (specialists) in daily practice. Specialists diagnose OA by KL grade (a combination of bone and/or cartilage features) as well as clinical complaints in daily practice and this vague criterion causes the heterogeneity of the HES date. On the other hand, mJSW focus on the only cartilage thickness, which is the main affected tissue of OA and is more objective. Furthermore, a quantitative trait like mJSW has more information than a binary trait. We suspect that this phenotype difference may cause the different statistical power between these two GWAS.

Fusion of eKOA study and OA genetic studies

In recent years, the concept of eKOA for the early detection and treatment of KOA has been proposed, and ESSKA (European Society of Sports Traumatology Knee surgery and Arthroscopy) published its definition in 2012 (17). Before being able to be caught as a joint space narrowing in the plain knee radiography, cartilage damage exists, which is detected by MRI or arthroscopy and when it accompanies knee pain, it is defined as eKOA. Thus, this definition evaluates the change of cartilage, the main affected tissue of OA more strictly. The clinical significance of this definition is still unknown, and at the moment there is also no genetic study related to eKOA. However, we believe that the idea of
detecting minute changes in cartilage, which is the earliest change of OA, and making the definition strict is a concept applicable to phenotypic determination in genetic study.

We had started working on eKOA research based on detecting early changes of cartilage before the definition of ESSKA was advocated. Invasive and costly inspection methods such as MRI and arthroscopy are unsuitable for genetic studies which require enormous sample sizes and we adopted US evaluation which is simpler and cheaper. Since 2011 we are conducting cohort studies based on this classification. (see Uchio and Kumahashi’s chapters). We conducted an epidemiological research based on our US classification and clarified the distribution and epidemiological features of KOA defined by US of the general population. Furthermore, we showed that individuals whose KL grade 0 or 1 could be subdivide by the US classification. We hope that the distinct phenotype definition based on our US evaluation will improve the KOA GWAS. We have already started a GWAS using our cohort data in RIKEN.

To reveal the etiology and pathogenesis of KOA, it is necessary to approach them using the knowledge of orthopaedics and genome medicine. The more distinct definition of KOA established with accumulation of the evidence of eKOA will improve the power of GWASs. The more powerful GWAS will identify more KOA susceptibility genes, which will lead to elucidate the pathogenesis of KOA and establish the effective cure and prophylaxis.
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